MSGHL Meeting
Date: 1-13-16
Executive Board: Scott Glynn (P), Jeff Shultz (VP), Karl Borski (ST), Scott Harris (at
Large)
Association Reps: Andy Lutz( Select), Jack Gibbons (West Elk), Scott Doebling
(NM) Jim Schlegel (Summit) Greg Johnson (Fr.CAHA)
Greetings:
Sec/Tres.: All recurring bills are scheduled and paid for with regards to Sport Ngin
and Conference Calls. One remaining outstanding invoice for League fees still unpaid
(Steamboat). I sent a reminder email to the Association Treasurer. Scott asked that if
I don’t hear back to send him the invoice.
Tournament Awards and Pins invoice has been paid in full and will be ready for pick
up by Mike.
Comm. Director: Not Present
Scheduling Director: Not Present
Tournament Director: Not Present
Discussions: Membership numbers have remain static so a plea to all association
members to have their members subscribe so that they are informed of all
upcoming event and news, otherwise the primary point of contact person will be
responsible for all information getting to their respective members.
There seems to be confusion regarding “Travel Teams” whether the league made a
definitive decision on the “requirement” of the league members who do not live with
in the near proximity of the event to use this service. Concept is that a commission
will be kicked back to the league so that in the future Tournament fees will not be
raised and it will help offset rising costs. Concerns about the rates are higher ($15
per night was quoted by Doebling) and becomes an added expense to out of
town/State teams but a benefit share by all including those not having to get
lodging. Does this also have minimum night stays that teams and/or the league is
responsible for reaching and are there penalties associated with it? Discussion to
come further in near future email.
Parent Behavior concerns resulting a the previous weekend of games between
Summit and Colorado Select. Parent confront opposition player off the ice.
Discussion was brought up as to reminding association parents that there behavior
could trigger a safe sport violation which could lead to future actions by CAHA and

the League. Both Lutz (Select) and Schlegel (Summit) stated that they are both doing
internal investigations and will report back once this is done. Both Parties
seemingly want to cooperate and find an agreeable solution with out too much
fanfare.
CAHA State Tourney revisited and new discussions with in CAHA about changing
the dates to a later time. Only 4 teams have apparently registered (Aspen 12U,
Aspen 14AA, Aspen 19U and another 12U Denver area team). The likelihood of any
other team from MSGHL registering is low but a change in a later date has no
conflicts with the MSGHL League Championships.
Concerns about Jordan (New CAHA Girls/Womens Rep) not attending any MSGHL
Conference calls nor reaching out to members is a general concern by all in
attendance. Greg Johnson said he is willing to reach out to Jordan about this.
Adjourned.

